BRINGING the VISION to LIFE

Full CEN EN 1789 certification from Vehicle Certification Agency

The Profile Ambulance Module
With a pedigree of over twenty years of ambulance production as one of
Europe's largest manufacturers, Profile Vehicles Group presents our vision
for the future, the Profile Ambulance Module.
With a stunning, safe, functional body that turns the idealism of the
'modular' concept into a reality, the Profile Module is truly the first vehicle
to meet the modern demands of ambulance users.
Designed and comply to EN1789, our product features read as a
'best of the best' list from contemporary body designs on offer. We
designed our vehicle with a determination and a pursuit of excellence
that delivers true benefits in pre-hospital care vehicle operation to our
customers.
The Profile Ambulance Module - we are 'bringing the vision to life'.
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The Profile Ambulance Module main features
Aesthetically pleasing, independent remountable
body for all major chassis types
The body has been designed to be as universal as
possible. This means that operators can retain their
choice of chassis without affecting the certification of
the patient saloon. Even more impressive is the
ability to remount the module to a different chassis bridging the gap between PFI idealism and practical
possibilities.

Effective Innovation
With features such as a universal subframe,
versatile interior locker options and the 'IWS' next
generation electrical system, the Profile Module is
the most 'future proof' remountable body available.
(A serious considerations when determining policy
around a remountable body with an anticipated life
span of 15 years.)

Durable, hygienic, ergonomic and safe 'Crew
Friendly' interiors
With modern lightweight, tough materials, well
radiused and upholstered fittings, the Profile interior
reflects the needs of the highly skilled crew for a
purpose designed working environment.
Short build times
With a bolt-together assembly, off-chassis build and
core components, stocked at our manufacturing
plant, lead times and build times are shortened
dramatically. What's more with the universal nature of
the Profile Module, build can commence of the
module prior to a final decision being made on
chassis type - decreasing the overall length of the
vehicle purchase cycle considerably.
VCA EN 1789 certified chassis combinations
at the time of going to press
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter and Volkswagen LT.
Removeable panels and major components for
simple and rapid repair
With a truly modular bolt together structure, the
profile module is inherently strong whilst allowing
major repairs to be completed in remarkably short
timeframes. Panels susceptible to occasional
'traffic' damage are readily replaceable making defleeting for minor repairs unnecessary.
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